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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDII}ATE:

This question booklet consists of 10 questions.

Answer all questions.

The full marks are shown in the brackets at the end of each question or section.

All work must be clearly shown.

The usage of electronic calculator is allowed.

Nunerical answers can be gtven in the form ofq e, surd fractions or upto three significant

figures, where appropriate, unless otherwise stated in the question.
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For the quadratic equation or2 + bx + c: O'.

t-

-b+^lb'-4acY

LIST OF MATIIEMATICAL FOR]VIULAE

5

'2a

X'or an arithmetic series:

T = a +(n-L)d
t

t,=tlza+(n-\dj

For a geome$ric series

n-lln: ff

a(l- rn\S = ' '-r+ln l-r

, Binomial Expansion:

(a+r)' =an + (:\n^r. fl on162+ . . + ("\"n-rbr + .. +b'.
tr./ 

- " [zJ" ('J-

where ne,t/ and f'): , nt,-" *- tr.J ("-,\r,r'
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l. Solve *5 
"-3tnx 

i 4x :2!. [5 marks]

2. Express 5.555... in the form of a geometric series. Hence find the

(a) sum of the ftstn terms [4 marks]

(b) infinite sum [2 marks]

of the series.

i \_ 3. Using mathematical induction method, show that

(lx3)+ (z)(4)+(3)(s)+...+ n(n+D=1@+t)(Zn+7). [6marks]
6

4. Given 2.1: | - 3i and z2:2 * 5i.

l-
(a) Express +. + in the form of a + bi. t3 **tslzt zz

(b) Find the argument of Zrinradian. [3 marks]

5. (a) Given (x +3) is one factor ofP(x) = 9 - 1?sc - 1l* -2;. Factorise

completely P(-r), and express 
t'lilt 

as a sum of partial fractions.
Pl*)

[8 marks]

(b) Expand ,-+ in increasing power up to the fourrh term. [3 marks]
\x+3)'
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6. Solve the following inequalities:

(a) +, +2> n
x

O) 1+ logz x-6log,2 >o

l,*11=,(c) 
l_r* _ ol

Show that
r

(a) \(o,*, - ai) = a,+t - at.
i=l

[3 marks]

[4 marks]

[7 marks]

[3 marks]

r
if ai : i3i. Hence, using (a) evaluate lZitt in terms

i=l

7.

ai+1 - ai =2i3i +3i*l

of r.
[10 marks]

A polfromial has the form P(x) = 2x3 -3x2 - px+ q, withx real md p,{ constants.t'l
(a) when P(x) is divided by (x - 1) the remainder is e - afl. Find the values ofp

and Q, and factorize P(x) completery if 2 is one of the roots. [7 marks]

(b) Hence, form a quadratic equation oy' * Ay * c :0 if the sum of roots is the
sum of all the roots of P(x) and the product of roots is the product of all the
roots of P(x). Also, find the roots of the quadratic equation that is formed.' 

[5 marks]

g. (a) Given z:x*yi, wherexand yarerealnumbers. If I '*' | =r.lz+l+il -'
show that 3x2 +3y2 + 8x + 6y + 7 = 0. [5 marks]

(b) Givenx:3 *4i is onerootof p(.r):2x3 -g* +lU*75, find alltheroots

(b)

of P(x).
[7 marks]
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(ii) Write down the system

r,)
= 

, 
*:Dwhere':[:,1

(a) Show that the determinant of the matrix A =

is (y - x)(z - x)(y - z) for rcal x, y and z. [3 marks]

(b) Bysubstitutingx: l, y:2andz:3,thematrix,<U".o-., [l : j.l

[r 3l
Find the adjoint and inverse of the matrtx A. [6 marks]

(c) The graph of a quadratic equation y = ax' + bx + c passes through the points
whose coordinates are (1, 2), (2,3) and (3, 6).

(il Obtain a system of linear equations to represent the given information.

[2 marks]

[1 mark]

I
i

Use the inverse of the matrix to solve the system of linear equations
in (ii). Hence, find the quadratic equation of the graph.

[3 marks]

END OF QUESTION BOOKLET

x l)
v I I', 

l)

in (i) as a matrix equation in the form of
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